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Abstract 

 

In creative dance, the passion and message of the learners are put into each. Therefore, 

creative group dances tend to be more dynamic than individual ones. However, on the other 

hand, in the creative group dance, ideas are selected and utilized in work, so some learners' 

ideas might be excluded. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to shift to creative activities 

that reflect the ideas of more learners in the process of creating works. Furthermore, it was the 

development and verification of a teaching approach that jointly creates physical expression 

while the learners were actively involved. Traditionally, when carrying out creative dances, 

learners wrote down the activity contents on a whiteboard or card and thought about it. 

However, in this study, learners were allowed to access each device's collaborative work tool 

app, "Jamboard." Then, by sharing the creative dances that each learner aims for, as well as 

thought comments and comprehensive evaluations, it was possible to create a creative dance 

that reflects the ideas of all learners. As a result, with this teaching approach, learners could 

convey their physical expression online as a storyboard and immediately evaluate each other. 

It was thought that these are because technology has made it possible to collect diverse ideas 

and information from the entire team in real-time. Therefore, it was suggested that it could be 

a new creative activity to create various physical expressions. 
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Introduction 

 

School education has entered the age of information terminals for each person, and new 

possibilities have been brought to the conventional learning style. One of them is 

collaborative learning. In school education so far, it is face-to-face. Collaborative learning 

was the main focus. Even in the creative dance class of physical education, the class style was 

mainly face-to-face: 

1. Decide on the story and how to move. 

2. Discuss the outcomes and challenges. 

3. Try to correct the movement again. 

It was the style of the creative dance class to repeat this learning process. However, in the 

current situation, the number of learners who participate in dialogue in creative dance is 

limited, and it takes much time. In addition, there were learners who had a very good passion 

and image but were not reflected in the group work. Since each student has one information 

terminal and can connect to the network, it has become possible to chat with classmates 

through Learning Management System(LMS), just like face-to-face learning also at 

anywhere. In other words, learners think of creative dance in class, but they can also think of 

dance modifications wherever they are in the classroom or at home. It is a change in the style 

of collaborative learning. Therefore, this study will use it as a creative dance class that 

incorporates collaborative learning through "Jamboard." The purpose of this study is to 

examine what kind of changes this change in learning style brings about for the students in a 

case study. 

 

Research Methods 

 

The subject of the study 

The subject of the study is the physical education "Creative Group Dance" in the 6th grade of 

elementary school, which was conducted in July 2021 for a total of 6 hours. The class subjects 

were 27 students. The teacher was his 20th year as an elementary school teacher. 

 

Outline of Unit 

In the creative group dance in the 6th grade of elementary school, students imagine a group of 

movements through the unit. The aim was to think about movements and stories according to 

the theme decided by everyone. "The story map" created by the students through the unit 

contains pictures and video illustrations according to the theme. Moreover, the plot is made 

with "Jamboard ". In addition, "The story map" created by the "Jamboard" will be uploaded 

online, and each student will access it from their terminal. The accessed "The story map" can 

be used like a worksheet by each student by entering text and inserting photos. Furthermore, 

anyone can see and modify fellow sheets (Figure 1).  



Utilizing the function of the "Jamboard" that enables collaboration within the group, it 

is possible to share higher quality images while aggregating and mutual evaluating each 

learner's learning.  

Furthermore, letting them write down their thoughts and feelings freely during the 

creative group dance could be shared immediately and encouraged new communication. 

Figure 1: Each learner accesses the jamboard and writes down their thoughts and 

imaginative movements on the work. 

 

Method of Analysis 

The purpose of this study was new from the traditional style of collaborative learning-

centered on dialogue. It was a case study to examine what kind of change will be brought to 

the students by changing to collaborative learning using "Jamboard. " Therefore, focusing on 

communication in the creative group dance class, we considered what effect it had on the 

students from the description of the student's retrospective card (Jamboard with each other's 

evaluation written) and the concrete group dance performance. The following shows the 

group's performance represented by this study and the state of collaborative learning using the 

"Jamboard. " 

 

Findings 

 

1) Make a creative group dance with " Jamboard " 

 

Case 1: Imagine and share themed movements from photos and video illustrations 

Student A pulled and pasted themed photos from online on the "Jamboard. " So Student A 

wrote the context of the story. The story was that it was raining at first, and then the sun 

peeped through the clouds, and then a rainbow appeared. On the other hand, teammates added 

how they felt at that time and the sounds they imagined. On the "Jamboard" of Student B, a 

companion wrote the image as an illustration (Figure 2). In this way, he could easily share 

themed images with their peers. In addition, he could share his thoughts on the work with 

multiple teammates and imagine the movements.  

In retrospect of, that day, Student A wrote that they were delighted to add the thoughts 

and ideas of their peers to their thoughts. Student B, who is not good at dancing in public, 



could not imagine the movement and was very pleased with the illustrations written by his 

teammates. In retrospect, he wrote that he felt a sense of accomplishment that they were 

working together with their teammates instead of thinking about creative dance alone. In this 

way, it was found that collaborative learning using "Jamboards" not only allows sharing of 

images but also eliminates the anxiety of each student and connects the hearts of the team. 

 

 

Figure 2: " Story Map " was created by sharing with teammates 

 

Case2: Connections with others make movements better or create new movements 

Everyone can see the goodness of collaborative learning using "Jamboard" on everyone's 

them. Therefore, they can combine the ideas of multiple learners to create new movements or 

incorporate the movements of other learners to modify the overall flow. For example, student 

C wrote that their teammates wrote their evaluations on her "Jamboard" and added new 

movements to how they swung their arms, making them feel more about their group dance 

(Figure 3). Furthermore, She was satisfied that the whole work was improved by combining 

the thoughts of all the teammates and the image of the work. The tablet is also useful when 

actually checking the movement. For example, it is a scene to check the movement, as shown 

in the figure 3. If one person writes when changing the plan or correcting the movement, the 

modification will be added to everyone's jamboards. Sharing the revised record on everyone's 

jamboards is useful when looking back. Student D looked back at the recorded corrections 

and suggested replacing them with the movements they were thinking of. Later, it had asked 

her (student D) why she suggested replacing her with her move. Then she replied, "It was a 

scene where everyone did not feel right, so it had reviewed everyone's jamboards again and 

thought that my movement would be addictive ".  

From these things, it is very effective to communicate using the "Jamboard" when 

creating a new movement or modifying it to a better movement. Indeed, there have been 

collaborative learning to create new and modified movements. However, it has become clear 

that the significant difference is the short time required for the discussion. 



 

Figure 3: " Story Map " was created by sharing with teammates 

 

2) Actual performance with " Jamboard " 

 

Case3: By sharing the image and movement with the " Jamboard ", the time to actually 

dance has increased 

Student E did not have a good feeling because the discussions about dancing were always 

long in the creative dance classes so far. However, he recalls that it was fun to dance a lot 

because the discussion was to select the movement that matches the theme from the many 

movements that each person thought about through this collaborative learning. Indeed, in 

creative dance so far, much time was spent on discussions, but there were scenes where no 

change in movement or dance was undecided. However, in this learning style, it was first a 

task to make a group of works of about 60 seconds, but eight teams were able to make a work 

of about 2 minutes. Also, few groups asked for teacher intervention.  

From this, it becomes clear that this lesson style significantly increased the time spent 

immersed in the dance as a group. Moreover, it became clear that they were able to learn by 

thinking about our initiative to create better works (Figure 4).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: A work with improved quality of movement in a group 

 



Case4: The emergence of diverse movements brought about by the sharing of diverse 

images 

In the past, most group dances were performed by everyone making the same movements or 

imitating similar movements. This was just a movement to explain to the leader learner 

because various images were not shared. However, this learning style has made a big 

difference. It was intentionally staggered or in size, even if the thematic movements were 

similar (Figure 5). Student F recalled that if there was a person who tried to change their 

movements with the next person as much as possible, they tried to crawl or put up with the 

movement a little and started moving later. Student G also recalls that he used to think that he 

had to move in the same way as people, but he realized that it was interesting because it was 

not the same. 

From these things, it is thought that by sharing various thoughts and movements, it is 

possible to think in comparison with one's thoughts and movements, so it is easier to come up 

with combined ideas or completely different ideas. In other words, it was found that dance 

performance is improved by collaborative learning that collects and evaluates information by 

"Jamboard. "  

 

 

Figure 5: A work of random movements that appeared a lot 

 

Conclusion 

 

In this way, by taking advantage of ICT in the creative dance class and taking a collaborative 

learning class style, they were able to make a strong connection between learners. Everyone 

made the dance instead of being created by one person, and the sense of accomplishment was 

improved. In addition, learners who were not good at it could get help from teammates in 

real-time and collect information on others by themselves, so they were able to convey 

movements and ideas that suit their images with peace of mind. In addition, since the practice 

time for group dance had increased significantly, they were able to pursue fine movements. 

The above makes it clear that collaborative learning of creative dance using "Jamboards" 

makes it easier to share images according to the theme and select and modify movements. It 

was suggested that it would motivate learners to create even better group dances and bring 

about independent learning.  
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